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il1 
Various studies have be,en implementEce concerning: the physiologi-
.1, ' ll
.r! ~ 
cal and psychological components of attendingibehavior'~ partieulady 
;1 
" 
in the area of the exceptiomi,l child. Li ttlehas been'! done, hOi.ever, 
. :~ 
to develop ;specific behavioral definitions of. !!a·ttendink behavior and 
to incorporate these into 
~ 
'normal children attending 
!i 
treatment-based reseurch programs involYing 
, @ t 
, ,j 
a regular puhlic schoo I. 
" ,il. i 
The purpose of this investigation '\'las TC' dJ.scover if children 
ii 
:1 
from a regular public elementary school who are df.'fici~nt in attending 
, 1, 
behavior s~ills can be taught these skill S 1.T1 '10 short-term behavior 
,'~ :~ ~./~ ~f 
modification pl'ogram and to determine if tee skills thus leurnBd wlJuld 
0' Ii 
I II 
facilitilte ~learning within the regular classr((om setti~g. A secondary 
i 
question was asked: 
.~ 
Will participation in an attending behavior treat-
I. . 
,j 
.ment program change the subjective atti tud.e of the child I s teacher in 
, 
a positivejdire~tioll? 
'j 
The ~esults demonstrated that attendingi;behavior i deficiencies in 
:;,1 
a normal population were amenable to modificatiQn in an individual 
, . ;1; i 
treatment program. This program terminated with a lea:n reinforcement 
sch.,edule at:ld deliberate interjection of a combination hf dist,raeting 
11 
components into the si tuat,ion. " it
The ~xperimental grouphacl significantl; higher ;:scores (t of 
- • ';j 
i 
-2~69) than the control group on the easier p6st-Prime~ test; thsre 
~; , ':; 
I~ 
was no significant difference between the two groups on the more dif-
. 
" 
fieul t po'st-Primary I test. The data ~ therefore, thutlnon-
, r 
attending children can be taught to attend w-hich will allow them to 
.' il 
p "'1 
improve on. tasks involving knowledge which may alrea.dy:: have been pres-
ent, but which was not displayed because the child did', not attend ,to 
; , . 
variables Within the test situation such as directions l and instruc-
"r 
tions. 
~ 
However, the more difficult t,el?t would demand perhaps a long-er-
~ ~ 
'I 
time span between the end of the treatml~nt philse and the post-test to 
'. 
allow the ihildren a period in which to practice and itabilize. their 
newly-learned skills wi thin t.he classroom learning si tllation or to 
'4 'I I: \ 
i? ! 
1; ~1 ' 
acquire additional academic concepts by attending to i'instructions more 
I 
A 
effectively_ 
There were no sign.ificant differenc€s hetween, th1c experimental 
JI ' 
il' Ii 
and {~ontrol groups on sub,jecti ve rating scale~ complet;ied on thrct'! dif-
I 
ferent occasions by their teachers; in fact, the entitle population 
" !i 
I ,I 
show~d an ~pward movement. This might be expl.~ined by'maturation, by 
; _ I 
a change in the child IS behav'ior 1mrelated to the formal treatment 
, 
I: 
program, or by a more favorable attitude of the teachers toward the 
children b~cause an outside researcher had co~curred ir their evalu-
ation of the children as non-attenders and that positive steps:were 
, 
~ \ 
be:tng taken to modify their behavior regardless of whether the child 
actually received attending behavior training:or not. 
'\.. i ' 
Ther* was not a statist.ically signi ficar~t correl~tion between 
\ 
any of the three subjective rating scales and i the post'~Primer test 
scores indicating that (1) possibl~~he rating scale w~s not sensitive 
enough to' reflect subtle differences in attending beha:~ior skills, 
and/or (2);: subtle inter-child differences in in-class 'attending behay-
~ • r ,l '''.r 
ior were not apparent to the -teachers, -that is, teacher rating of iIl-
I 
1 
class attending behavior does not necessarily correlat~ positively 
I { " oJ " 1 
with children's performance on a standardized test • 
.. , 
• ! 
'., I 
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CHAPTER I 
i~ 
,.' 
INTRODUCTION 
Inattention of children has proved to tie a major problem in all 
t 
teaching efforts, spanning a wide range from ithe r~gu!ar classroom to 
, 
the individual treatment or management situation. 'Inordinate,amounts 
of teacher training, . time, and personal dedic'ation.,haye been expended 
upon 
. , 
.• " 'I, 
children who disrupt learning for' them~H.~l vesand others because 
{~ '., .. ;; " 
.• :1, 
do no.t exhibit positive., task-oriented ~ttelldingibehavior3. they 
The child is not a passive receptor of !lenvironmental and inter-
i 1 
nal stimuli, but is an active selector, howe~Jer limit.~d his ,',apacity 
to deal with a great number and variety of a~Jailabie potentiHi di;jmu-
'il 
Ii. The child must somehow select, therefol'e; those stimuli ",-hich 
will infillence his behavior in a coherent, meaningful !way. It. is 
,{ 
~ " 
this proc~ss of stimulus, selection w'hich Dakd~n (1966) i defined as 
,-
behavior attention. 
Children who lack these selection skill1s have d~fficul ty in 
orientation to task-relevant behaviors. - Sincetheed;lcational set-
ir 
, ',1 'I 
ting (whi~h lDay include the physical enviroIllnent, the!task, irlternal 
stimuli, and the teacher or clinician) has Ifttle imp6rtance as stim-
i 
uli for this t~r})e of child, he responds indiu:erimil~at~ly to .thpm 
., 
(M~rshall ~a::ld Hegrenes, 1972). 
.~ ~ _.... " . 
,I "..d 
Eir:pirieal1y ~his b~~,t.aviors appear to 
.1 
be quite ran'dom, and the' cl-:tild hiillsel:f CDXHlOt:! state motivN~ for his 
actions. He does not, for a variety of reascns, po .. ssess the control-
,. tj 
:; 
"j .1 
l;',.. II 
.I 
:: 1;, 
.. , :1 
, , 
'}" ~l 
, ,Po 
'l': ! ~,t !i, 
,I 1 
.,: 
" <,
'1'1 
II 
.' ii 
" I! 
, ; 
:,' ,ii 
,d 
.' 
~ .~ !l 
.! ~ 'I 
." ; I 
I II 
II ,I 
" 
~i 
,; 
;J~ '~ 
r, ;, '1 'I 
ling mech!nism for positive stimulus sf;]ectiO'n. These random behav-
If J 
,I ;,:' ; 
iors comp€;te with the clinidal set, and in effect,1prohibit learning 11 I. ;l'" ~ Vi. • , 
as defined by the teacher ot clinician. 
-: :1 
f 
I 
;!"/ I 
Wheii a teacher or, 'clinician is confronied by:a child who is 
;1 ~ 
2 
a~~demicai] y lagging or who -is deficient in ~asic cige4, level concepts, 
, , . 
~:' t~e tendency is to begi~ l.mmediately presenti'ng the academic skills 
• j I • " " ~t 
1 ''! ~: :, I, ~t l} 01: concep'~,s which win hping the child to agE[\ or g~ade level. This 
• ~ < "~. it ,'I 
type of ~~nagement impl 1c i dy~' a.ssumes ei ther ~:that '~he'l necessary at-
,:i Co .i[ ;! '" 
"'" 1. - r t~nding sl~ills are present ~r t}hat, the child ;;can learn even if he 
ckot attend. B0:th ap~roa~'hes are, fraught ~i th P4,SS~bili tie~ for 
], 
:, 'f .:. ~ 
f~ilure and disappointment for both teacher a:nd child~ Only, minimal 
learning ~an t~e place ,if the child does nO~'atte4d tKent et al., 
o· 
1972}. 
If the t.eacher or clinician does recOgJize that:the child is· 
',l 11 " 
n6t atten~ing to relevmit and pe~tinent stilli~li, o£te~ a paradigm of 
i,~ , it ,i' 'j 
pUnishment (nagging the f'bil~d when he does no't attend) or nE'gative 
, ,,~ 
.. 'I' ;j',' l' i; 
'J j • ~ I , ' 
reinforcenlent (the tea,cher stopELnagging the j:chlld "when he attends) 
~ ~! l' '1 
.i i1 • "',I i~ employed in order to ma!d::pulate these comrieting 'he~aviors.' The 
, ~ ~l ~ ~ . " .' " i ' j " ,t ,I 
teacher 'ot cl inic ian sho'uld ~recognize that aq'y form Of adult atten-
tion may ~e reinforcing to iome~ children, so/that thJ 'type of man-
'! . ",' ,: . ' !~i' .. 
agement may ill fact maintaiI:!c undesirable beh~viors ,o:r; at best, sup-
"~ , ' .. 'I "', 'I 
'I, .. I,', ,! 
press them only temporarily L(Sloane and HacAulay, 1968). Vague, 
" .' 4 I Ii', .' " .. • .. if.. 'I 
shallow p~ogra.ms lacking specific definitions of beha~ior, sufficient 
'1.1 r.' \ ! }, 
I ~ " ~t ~!; 
accumulation of base line data or criteria f6r succes's have also pav;:.]. 
.. , " t i! 
the way'ti failure for man:j"',r.::hildren who canAot attend (Hagool t 1973). 
'':" 1-
r 't; , , ,> ~:. , 
'1j 
tr 
1, 
I~ 
,( ~ 
" Ii 
'1; ,I 
'I 
,i' 
" Ii 
, ji 
1 I 
;t 1 ? • , 
~ 
, , 
d 
. "', :~ 
~ {f . , 
:~ 'OJ. ;~!. ~ 
HoU:and and SChroe'der{ 1960} initially l[identi:fi~d and defined 
~~, r .. ~i ~t 
! /' I 
at;tending {rbehavior in terms of a set of operant response.s. Further-
~ , :j rt "~} '" ~i 
ing this work, Walker and Buckley (1968) fomiTd,that w,ithin an indi-
.,; . .';. . : ":' t' .. 0 ;;1 ':, 
v1dual chn1ca] setting, behuvior_ modlf1catJ.(;~p. condi t~oning tech-
~~ 
," . 
o'ehaviors r In their, 
., 
\ t! ~~ ~ J~" :: 
stpdy the ;lchild had f~iled tb learn attendin~'behaviors within the 
I; :l • . ". ,i , • 
4 ' . ! 
re''gular classroom setting; Attending behavior is, therefore, subject·, 
'\ '. ~ . 
. :! I( .:1 
to';, metho~~ of behavior modification which ha~e pro~ed1! successful for, 
41 ' 
a varietYj!of response" classe!s., ~~ 
~ , 
}Iany programs and strategies have been i:instituted for ,excep-
i{ n {llO' '} "~~ 
exhibit attending behavidrl' disribiiities. children who 
, " 
in:~lude ~~af children (C~a1g' and HoIland, 197b), m~ntlllY ret~rded 
~ "" : 
:: ~ , ,. I 
children', (Kent et al.', 1972h emotional).y .di~~U1·bed· c~i1dre!1 (I,ovans 
f ~t 
, .J .,~ i" 
et; al., 1~66), and IIcognl tively disorganized'~i children (Marshall and 
~ ! j ., • , 
.l~! . J' l 
He:grenes, 11972). _ ,To date, no behavior modifi;catiort r~search has been (, '." 'of 
, ~ _ cd '1 • 
reported' ~or groups"of "average" ,ch,ildren: children 'fho do not dis-
"1 '.« ~ _ ' 
11 ,I 
s,ensor:x; ~~pairm~nt, but II play characteristics of emotIonal; motor or 
if r -!! 
who exhibi,t varieties, of att:ending behaviQr disabilities which sig-
~ . 
, 
, ,.' " ~ 'I !l j nilicantl~ interfere with le'arning or with normal cla~sroom operation. 
1 j t ,-"'" r ' 
Re7search is needed on the learning of children ,who ;re~eiye carefully 
",I "'.. .j:, ~ t. ~ 'lt~"; I r 
managed training in attendin:g behavior skill~' priQr tJ preselltation 
J '. iJ' '~i l} 
J q h 
ofj academic skills and conce;pts. 1i 
d JI I 
u 
:! 
it 
I. 
I STATn.rENT OF ,THE PROBIIEM 
" i: 
. i~ 
Thejpresent study :V!,!S designed to de'terruine whether t!'aining in 
at:tending jlbehavio~ skill~ al~ne will posi tive.(v. affect learni.J!g a.s. 
" ;' l 
j- -1'1' 
, ' 
.' 
) ..... 
':. 
" ii' 
, " 
",i ' i~l. 
:i 
::~) I! 
'~; il 
1[ 
Ii 
V 
;~ j 
~: i mea~ured bY, a standard· instrument. 
" if ".' . 
It is hypothes~zed that: 
1. 
~ _ ~l ~, 
Children from a regular publ{c elemehtary 'sct~ool who 
'~'re deficient. iii attendillg behavior ~killsi ca:n be 
t.:aught attending skiP s in a. short:"t'krm be~a~:ior 
modification program. 
~.. ~ , 
, ~ It 
2. 'Ski1l8 learned irL an individual attending 
pJrogram will faciIi tate academic lea~p.ing 
'i 
belravior 
{~~ thin the ' 
r;,egula.r classroom. '-'} 
If ,~ !" ,Particip~d;ion in an, individual attenaing .beh;:(vior 
. program will have a:. posHi ve effect ~Il the~· subjecti ve 
if i: ;, ;!I ~ \, • 
attitude of the teacher toward the child."",' 
"'t. 
·II'DEF;INITION OF TEID4S :: 
i -
~{. 
I .,.. ·1 
The ~ffllowing. specify operational definitions 'constructed pri-
this studY. and are utllized in thelltreatmeriit' phase imd in .~ .; • , ,,!.,. 
~ .> 
miuily for 
dis~ussing 1 ~ IJrocedure and 1iesu1 ts': ' 
.j 
. Att~nding B~havior 
. '~ , 
Harsh~~l~' a~d liegrenes (1972) as "an :~rientation to j-:j De sGr'~ bed by 
. " 
.l .~ 1 , .. 
~ .: ,~ 
themlas sittihg in one place the clinical set," and .further defined by 
andlattendi{lg 
1 :1 
ere The, following are component,s of 
~. . 
,I 
or teach-' to visual: and audl tory cu'es fromk the ct~llicial1 
, t. , 
,., ,~ ;) 
attending~behavior: 
_ 1 ~ 
Sittihg Behavior. Remaining seated in a chair.! or: other speci-:-. 
~ . 
i 
fied 
ing, 
11 
'! 
II ;: 
place.,iand inhibiting inappropriate physical mO\re~~nts (fidget-'. 
~ ~ " 1\" ' 
squiI'}ding excessively) fqr a minimum of t~n minilte:'s follow-'ing a 
·\i - ' " , . , n ~ . 
cororiJand to so. H ~ 
f 
j ~"I 
or Direc'{ eye contact fodten secohds on nine of, 
~;;";;';"~~";;;"~."-""'-- ,jl 
tenii tri.als lll)v.'ing a command to· do so. ~; 
I' , 
.. 
". f J 
, 
i~ 
t 
'I 
)f 
; .~ 
ji 
if 
:~.d 
Ii 
~, 
~; : ,I 
" 
~~ Ii 
:\. ~ 
.l oi 
" 
, ij 
, 
n 
Il :, 
" 
t 
, 
, 
t, 
,·f ~ 
i",; 
!~~" 
'Ii 
'" 
, 
<' 
, ' 
1 
.~ , 
~: ; 
',J 
, , 
il 
". J 
~ 
';" B 
, ~ 
:0 U 
',5 
Listening Behavior., The ability to inhibit extraneous or inap-
i~ ~ ,~ ~ 
pro,priate ~ocalization f:o'r a :minimum of ten s.iconds, and attend to 
,., ~~. 
instructi'~As or vocalization_ifrom' the cliniciain following instru('tions 
:: ' ,! ~: 
~i 
to do so. 
. (: 
Task"':Oriented Behavior.; 
,r 
The ability to IOcus ~pon a task, and 
, " 
'j 
to follow instructions .regard'ing the task 90 ~k~ cent of the time fol-
~~ 
lowIng a 
<, 
'!Ir 
,I 
,~. 
~ 
command 
, 
; 
" '; 
I . 
to do so. r 
" ! 
~ 
> 
, ~ 
" 
, 
.~ 
", 
,) 
ii 
" ji 
··f· 
i, 
1I 
~ 
CHAPTER I'I 
- r 
REVIEW .OF ··T!!E LITERATURE 
I DEFINITION 
Central to any careful thought or examination of a problem is 
the arri va~ at a defini ti?n of the, conc'ept' •. ~p.rious authors have 
~~ 
proposed e~planations of the concept of atten~~on. Mostofslty (1970) 
dis~mssed' a'ttending in connection '\\'.i th the ori;~nting r~sponse or the 
'-i ,1 '1 
"wbat is it" reflex as distinguished from spec'ial defensive reflexes. 
He described it operationally as fla partic.ular' spatial:posi tion which-
an organism assumes in order ,to maximize the s?nsory stimulation 
which can' be expected from that stimulus. 1t 
Others have defined attention.asan instance when an organism 
engages in :an orienting response prior to a re~ponse' wJfich will: be 
" ~:, reinforced ,(Wyck~off, 1952; Holland, 1960; Reynolds, 1961). Berlyne 
" 
r 
, .. ,.11 
,. 
< 
, ii 
(1970) termed this type of orienting response as "atte~tion in learn-
ing." 
Skinner (1938) viewed Itattending to" a particular stimulus as a 
response in' its own right 11hich could be acqui;ted thr~~gh reinforce-
". .:'. " 
!} 
mente Berl~"Ile (1970) defined attention in te~s of int1ensi ve aspects ~ 
i.e., 
i il 
the ~ount of attention the orga."1.ism giv~s to the: stimulu3 field 
as a whole,~and selective aspects, i.e., the--minner in which the atten-
tion is divided among various elements of the stimulus ;field. He em-
phasized that attention comes into play after the sense organs have 
,t 
!r 
'I 
, l<~ 
:~ 
'i' 
,i 
r 
" 
g 
~ 
l' ~! 
~: L;l 
<' '" 
l 
" 
J •• 
" 1 
~, 
,i 
< , 
'I 7 
been ' If aroused, and 
"" !t 
perc'~~ved been by 
se left,~~n i'5 made among sti~uli l"~ich have already 
the organism. 
:J ., '. 
" ~ . 
Various writers hav: ~"q,uated ~ttention ,J~ th a:r:ousal (Hebb, 1955; 
Mal~o, 1957; Berl,rne, 1979; ~ffJ~:,19~2). 
; i~ ", 
" He~~ (1926) ,; introduc'ed the 
• , T {" 
t.erm "vig-q:ance, II wh~cJ:1 is ·geiler,al.lY: used by, P~ycholods,ts .to mean 
; ~ "p Pi 
"degree of ~attenhveness'" and ha'S" b,een widely"'used in 1,lUman elles.incer-
ing' (Berl}~e, 1970). 
\ 
Baka.ri: (1966) concei;'ed ~ vi~w of the orJ~nismas "an active se- '. 
, , 
", 
lea'tor, nota passive recepto;r of, impinging s~imul i:: '. The implication 
.. 
~ , 
was'l that at'tention is ~ot' a :s~atic 'dimension, but is! dynamic and 
, ~ , < • 4_ ; 
ava!;. lable 't? modification,;either:, rfom within the ()rg~tsm or fr,om 
""'~ ... ' ~'I.t" , 
SOurces out's ide of it., 
. ~~ 
Mars1:lall and Hegre~es (1972) .d~,i'incd atf~nding; be'havior as si t-
., ." , y.. ,~ *'" • ~ ~r ~' 
til~k in one' ~lace ,and attending tO'visual and ~!ldi to~y ticues ,from the 
~ ..,- ~. " J 
c1i~ician' d!r tea~her> "ThEdr re'ference term' i "orientation 'to the 
clinical ~e't.lt ' 
, I 
': 
Deuts'ch and Deutsch" (1966)' reported a .mo~~el 'of a:ttention which 
,j 
j .: , 
included a 1nechanism ·that' sensed· the importance of a'. stimulus and 
,. " . "''' ~. ? '. '"v 
" ~ '1.1 , 
directed a"t,tention to 'the..most import~nt stimuli at anY, point in time. 
\: J # ~ : .. - H~' "'" ~i 
The\r fotmd ~that when the stimuli· were sig!lific'~nt, 'the !;response. was 
.• Ii .'" ", 
. 1 'i " -r 'J 
relatively ~simple and widespr~ad and attentionb was- focu,sed upon it; 
T t • ,,; ,,:::~ ... 
con~ersely:' when the stimuli "~ere. not.signific;hnt, Ahe tresponse wa.s 
w .. 
'1 
redhced, co'mplex, and' localized, 
I 
" 
';:"1d 'Ii ttle atttention was given to it. 
-."_ --J. ~! ... ~ 
~I ' 
., , 
I 
.J 
8 
.; 
Moray (1969) conduded the~ :there is not yet ('no'~gh information 
to construct a unified theory of attention. He reject~d t~e idca of 
1; 
select.ion: being controlled by a single mechanism, and ktated that con-
scious awareness is probably a global properti of th'c interaction of 
'. 
the activities of many parts of the brain. This view is consistent 
with curre;lt tht>ories of brai'n f~ction (Milliitan and Darley, ~967; 
Lenneberg, 1968; Smith, 1968;- Menyuk, 1971). 
Mackworbh (1970) stated~ t.hat the organism is constructed in such 
a way that it gives ma.ximum attention to the n~vel, unknown, -and po-
tentially dangerous event. The organi sm must; therefo~,e, repress 
responses towards familiar, repe'tit{ve, and un~mportant' stimuli. He 
postulated ,at least two levels wi thin the organism whic!h deal with 
I 1"; 
impinging :;timulL The first level accepts the stimulus, classifies 
it as to its importance, and represses it or re~ays i {, 0!l to higher 
secondary levels where it is actually register~d within: the organism's 
consciousness. 
f . 
Gardner (1967) pointed ~ut that attention is severely affected 
:' 
by the emotional state of the :organism. He maintained that under ex-
treme anxiety, increased disttactibility is a common occurrence~ 
, 
According to Broadbent (1958) only certain aspect$ of the. total 
stiumlusL situation can ini tia~e complex respon~es at anyone t,ime. 
,:-"" 1~~ 
Stimuli poss2ssi~g i'ntensi ty, ":biological importance, ana. novelty are 
' . 
most like!y~to be selected. 
", 
He explained extinct.ion or: attention in 
\ 
~; 
terms of •. ;ompeting stimuli, not competing resp~'nse s. 
i 
~ I 
, ; 
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III HISTORY 
Th; problem of attention 'vas of great ifuporta~ce. in the early 
of experimental psychology. Binet pointed out early as 1909 
." }. 
that, Ute degree of att,ention' was of great importance for 
subtest res111 ts (Frostig._ and_ Maslo,,~> 1973). 
'1 
Men such as Wundt, Tichener, and Willi~ James felt that any 
: , 
psychological position should be judged in terms of itstl'eatment of 
, , 
the concept of attention. St;tbsequent approaches such Gestalt psy-
ch~logy, psychOtUlulysis, beha:\dorism, and S-~) learning theory neg-
lected it (Bnkan,1966). Later developmen~s suggest t,hat it once 
again a core problem reinforced by impo_rtant discoveries in the neuro-
., 
~I 
pbysiology of attention (Hor~, 1965; Hernande'~-Peon', 
19.66). Recent research into thf.~ ,problems of 
em!1ti c ally. and psychologically oriented (Trabasso 
IV RESEARCH 
Moyf'~ and von Haller (1955) c(lnc1l1ded that to 
; Worden" 
been math-
2 
1968). ' 
attention span for normal children is meaningless since their measare-
menta yielded values ranging' from 'several seconds 'to i:orty-fi ve mill-
;1 ' 
utes, althougl~ they failed t9 specify the age;i range: of the population. 
~, 
They pro'posed a notion of indi vidual attelltio~ spans t~ re-
fl ec t task and .1d specific valu,es. Redd (.1972) found tllat 
gent reinforcement' led to increased attention:! span :(defitled by. him as 
longer periods of continual respond{ng). Expkrirnental 'Work wi'tll con-
, 
,geni tal rf;ta!~iates by Mal'tin and PO"lel's (1967.) confirrrled these: find-
._- >' 
ings. Staats 
...;;,.,.;-..;.;.;,;;. - that childl~~n t s attention spans vary 
10 
:~ 
II '; 
greatly. :Using a population'of pre-school children, they increased 
attention spans by 100 p~l' cent by using contingent praise and treats. 
A ~ignificant behavior!l,l characteristic of many::exceptioilal 
_' I, 
children is their fail~r~ to: attend.', It is often all' ~wareness of at-
tending de'ficits which leads the adult to discover their behavioral 
and learnl,ng problems (M~gdol, 1973). Strauss and Lehtinen (194-7) 
ob.served ~hat "the br~in-damaged organism •• '. is abnormally'respon-
sive to the stimuli of h:is environment, resPO;hding unselectively, 
passi vely. and without conscious intent. II Hart and Jones (1968) , 
focused upon the concept of the child as being bombarded by stimuli 
, ,I 
I 
which no~~ally can be sorted out so that the child can properly foc~s 
upon any one ~ub-set. The exceptional child "is unable ,to perform 
'~ 
these sorting tasks, and "being dist!acted is merely the result of the 
.l: '" 't' 
inevitable confusion that ov~rwhelms •••• " 
. I i 
Reward and punishment vill influence di~crimination learning via 
an attentional mechanism (Penney, 1967; Witte' and. Grossman, 1971). 
. :! 
Penney (1967) found that-groups of retardates' operatiJg under a PUll-
ishment. para.digm performed better, i.e., fewer trials 'to crite'rion, ./. 
I . 
and exhibited a greater num~er of orienting responses than a g'roup 
' .. 
whicb"rece,i ved both reward and punishment. Both groups performed 
better than a group which received only rewa:.J~s.Witte and Grossman 
(1971) concluded that punishment produces more at.tentive subje,cts, 
, :; : 
i. e. , mol'(~ orienting responses and more correct responses, than re-
, ward. , . ,';' I It .was not specified" however:, whether:. the d:if~erences were dut:' 
to the fact that plmishment increased the att~ntionaillevel of the 
subjects, fir b~caust~ presentation of the reward served to distract the 
11 
subjects in the reward group. No long-term effects were reported to 
show that \the changes were, permanent. 
Much' of the literature on children's attention to incidental as 
op;posed t~;, focal cues aS~UIIles that performanc'~ on a,~ task is facili-
,1 
1 ' 
tated by the ability to ~cre~n out 1rrelevant:, non-task stimuli 
. 
,(White, 1965; Turnure, 1969). A study by Mondani and,Lutke (1969) 
'1.. indicated, that under-achievers attend too mllcll to· inciclenta.l, i'rrele-
! 
I , 
I 
I 
" I 
-, 1 
vant mate~ial, and not ~enoug~. to the 'central learning hask. 
Socially-oriented children glance up from a tas~ primarily in 
information seeking behavio~, rather than in social,ly";';oriented re-
l ' ~ . " ~, 
sp~n8es (T'urnure, 1969). ~ Glances away from t'he tasi{ ~ay represent 
instances of help-seeking as opposed to inattentiveness, and may indi-
c~,te optimum moments to teach. 
" Walker and Buckley (1968) described an individual, treatni~nt pro-
" gram for a bright (WISe: 116) male child, aged nine years, six months. 
The treatment goals were to effect a shaping ~trategy ,'for attending 
behavior flor this child,' and to transfer cont}Ol to! tlie classr,oom. In 
;;0 
a previous regular classroom\and within an experimental classroom for 
" 
behaviorally disordered children, he exhibited deviant behaviors (ver-
bally and physically provoking other children, not completing tasks, 
~~-~_, I, ; 
if 
making loud noises and connnelits, coercing at,i:,fntion fronl the teacher, 
~alking out of turn r and being easily distracted from a given task by 
'; 
'" '} 
ordinary classroom stimuli).' Utilizing a fix~d reinfo:rcement schedule 
~ ~~' 
d , 
in' fort.y":'~:inute individual treatment ses~ions; c!i vided: into ten-minut.e 
blocks, five days a week, 'the experimenters establishe'd a high rate of 
;j " 
positive attending behavior.' These skills tr~nsferre~ positiv~ly to 
11) .... 
the classroom. 
~I i 
ThE:dr. findings suggest that iridi vidual conditioning 
;Ii te'chniquei can be used to acquire efficient ileinforce~ent control over 
" . 
behaviors :1.,hicl!. are not amen'able to modificatiion wi thin the classroom 
~ ,ji 
setting. They concluded that these findings have imp~ications for 
treatment of various behaviors which actively interfere with efficient 
academic performance among children. ~' 
Fr,o~tig and Maslow (1973) listed possil/le causes of poor attend-
ing behavior as disturbances in brain function, preoc~upation ,with 
inner stimuli, or the need to escape from an 'unpleasarit situation. 
They sugg~sted that the only remedyimrnediately avail~ble to the class-
rO,om teaeher is to create an envir~nment more' cond~ciie to learning. 
Specific suggestions include. reducing the amo'unt of iirelevant verbi-
age, changing vocal expression, tel!lPo and loudness, using attention-
getting deyices (switching the lights on and off before giving verbal 
jl 
directio~s), giving,listening cues ("Listen careful1f~ I am going to 
dictate an important word."), making individual contact ¥rith each 
child as oft;cn as possible ,and reinforcing visua.l stimuli. They 
st'ressed. the importance of assisting the chilO. who is deficient in 
. , 
j audi tory figure-ground percf~ption" ,a.nd thus has diffi~'ul ty attending I! '~ . !' . ,~ I~ 
,I 
, ,Ii consciously to particular alldi tory stimuli wII'ile igno:i'ing 0 thers. 
" , 
Cautions are given against using anything bu~;very mild punishment; a: 
, I 
~: 
posi t.ive appr(lach 1 in their opini?n, is more helpful to the child. 
Sl~ane and MacAulay (1?68) suggest that', within the regular 
. -~ ~ 
'~i 
classrool!1~ non-attending is oftcn maintained by wha't is defined as 
~ ~ - :i: ,: ' 
punishment, 'hy thf, teacher, 1Jllt iE, in fact" reinfo!,eement to. the child. 
They report,eo. attending hehavior training with speechJhandicap'ped chil-
I' II 
. '~ 
I 
I 
'r 
.: ~; 
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dren who were also deficient in attending ski:lls. Th~se children did 
not remain seated and did not attend to the <eacher or materials or 
verbal stimuli presented. " They began by reiri'forcing successive ap-
proximations to satisfactory, sitting and atte'nding, and administered 
punisbment in the form of pr.ogrammed .. time.,..out from,po4i tiy,:! reinforce-
mente They found that the consequepces of gC?od attending behavior 
appeared' to exert more control than did verbal instructions from the 
;; 
'i )' 
clinician. 
Gordon (1970) attributed poor attendin~ behavior to childrenls 
boredom and frustration wi thin the classroom.' 
Zimmerman and Zimme'rman (1962) removed :the soci~l consequences 
of unproducti ye classroo~ behavior (temper ta\ntrums and destructive 
behaviors) in'two emotionally disturbed boys 1: The "experimenter ini-
tially responded to such behavior by giving the subje~t attention 
while encouraging him to respond appropriately. This::approach failed 
to decrea.se incidence of tantrum behavior, and the experiment~r pro-
ceeded t~' give reinforcement (smiling, chatti.ng, and physical proxim-
. ~ . l' 
i ty) only'tafter the emission., of desired Class':roombehaviors or Close 
approximations. The students quickly. learned to attend to the teach-
er I 5 questions and to classroom tasks. Birnb'rauer, B~jou, and Wolf 
, I! 
(1965) reserved adnl t attention for socially acceptable behavi,ors 
among ei;ht, •. !'e~arded boys, and increased atte'ntion sp~n from a few 
seconds to t'Nentyminutes-at one time. Sloar;e and 'Ha1:"per (1965) found 
i . 1-
.~ , 
, 
that even-the "occurrence of an earthquake in iithe midd~e of an experi-
ment failed t.o disrupt the attending behavior' of a retarded subject 
when t,haf.; 'behflvior was rein.forced. 
I 
~. 
,I 
I 
",,: r~ 
,I 
" 
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Marshall and Hegrerws (1972) suggested strategi(/s for st~ength-
ening attending behavior "which were developed' from theil' treatment of 
twenty~si:i children who were mentally retarded, emotio'nally disturbed, 
. , ~ • ' ~'t i" 
an'~/or ohianically i~paired. They utilized p,hYSiC~~ i'estraint when 
necessary, input amplification delivered via 'earphone~, physical cues, 
and verbal prompts. ", 
Wagner an~ Guyer (1971) trained ninety-nin,e students at the 
Learning Disabilities Center of the Richmond, Virg~nia, Public Schools. 
I 
The~e children had attending behavior deficits, and had been diagnosed 
'~ 
as having ;:ei ther specific learning disabili ti'~s or neurological defi-
? ~, • ~' 
~i 
:, ~ 
Th~ experiment.ers found that conditionjng a child's attending 
behavior seems to ~ffect general adjust.ment positively,. decreasing 
disciplinary problems in, the school.. 
r ~ 
A review of the litera.ture indicates that previous attempts have 
not been made to develop specific behavioral definitions of attending 
behavior .rior has any research been done to de'termine the effec't of 
"-., 
, ~ ~ , 
attending,ibehavior training hpon the 8ubjecti'!ve att"itrlde of the class-
room teacner towa.rd the child who receives such training. 
, 
" 
" : ~! 
, " :CHAPTER III 
, PROCEDURES 
I DESIGN 
This study was designed in three phases: pre-te:st, training, 
and post-t.est_ 
" 
Pre-Test ,Phase 
The Metropolitan Achievement Test Primer (Form f, Grades:!\.$ 7-1.4) 
and Primary I (Form F, Grades 1.5-,2.4) were adrninisiered to 'h-{,enty 
children (control and experimental groups) se~ected fdr inclusion in 
the study_, This is a standardized achievement test wiJth sections for 
reading, ,nbbers, listening for s'ounds (prime~ test), ,.'and reading, 
- ,< ~ •• 
'Word analysis, and mathematics (Primary I 'test.) _ The ilpre-te 
\: ' .; ~ 
was ad-
~ 'f' 
ministered] to the selected population accordiilg to standard pro-
cedure on Harch 12 and March ,14, 1974. 
Training Phase' 
Length. -,. The training phase of the study was deEligned to' total 
two hundred minutes of individual attending blhavior t:rainil1gper 
child. This was delivered on a schedule of 
; 
ten minutes of training 
,; 1; .( 
The training phasebeguu 
i: ," 
per day, five days per week for four weeks •. 
April 1, 1974, and concluded April 2~, 1974. ~The ten ~hildre~ in the 
" 
I ii 
experimental group completed the entire four-t;reek training pllase. 
, 
if 
I l 
, " 
1(; 
,: ~! 
Ii 
'I 
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Objeci;ives. The overall objectives of ;!-he training phase were: 
. ., ~! 
1. , 
ii ~ 
To {'delltify, specific areas ¢ which did not ~ee't cri teri.a 
as specified in the 'behavioral defi~i tions o:f attend-
ing behavior components for each child • 
. ~
To modify the specific areas identified untiil all 
attending behavior,components met crit.~ria; 
To stabilize att.ending behavior once cri teri'a "'Iv-ere met 
for each component through the intr~ductioni:of various 
forms of distraction into the clinical setti'ng. (See 
Appendix I for complete attending behayior ~odifica­
'tion progr~.) 
Delineation of the Prog:ram •. The. training phase:itself was de-' 
lineated into three pl;lases: b.asel:ine (seeI!Objecti~e :One ll ); modifica-
tion (see ;:'Ohjective Two"); and ~tabilizatio~(see"Ob.]ective Three ll ). 
, 
! ., , 
Each child's movement from one phase to the n~xt phas~ was dependent 
upon his completion of the initial phase; each child provided three 
R ... 
days of baseline measurement., includ.ing each of the four components of 
attending "behavior (sitti}]g~ listening, visual, and t~sk-orie~~ted be-
j~ (f' 
havior) to complete the baseline phase and !Dove into the modification 
phase. E~ch child 'vas required to meet cri teba in t!a:ch of the four 
component.s. of attending behayior for. three successi vc::days in order to 
. r . 
'j 
- ):" , II, , 
phase into the stabilization phase. To 
t;.,. ",~ ~ 
'1 "' d 
phase,' each child was requ:i:red to meet cri .. 
. .;~"'" ~ 
., 
move front "the modification 
, 
! " 
complete, the" stabilization 
., '')" 
teHa again in each of the four components i"llen faced':wi th the full , 
spectrum of distracj;,ing elements as specified, by the dttending' behavior 
'}"'-,"",~ ... 
modification program. 
Post-Test Phase 
Th~;ropolitan Achievement Test Primer (Form ~, Grades K.7-1. 11) 
i !~ 
and. Primary I (Form II, Grades 1.5-2. 11) were administered to the twenty 
,. 
l' 
·1 , 
·11 
" i 
I :j 
, lj 
I 
'I -
, " 
1 
, 
; 
.I 
.I' :1, 
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" 
children se lee ted for inclusion in the study.': The post-test was ad-
ministered to the entire sample acco~ding to standard itest procedure 
on May 28 :and ~1ay jO, 1971.1:. " 
II METHOl) 
Subjects 
The study involyed twenty first-grade children selected from the 
first-gr~de population at Grout Elementary School, Portland Public 
Schools,;Portland, Oregon. The children rang.ed in age from six years, 
,. 
six months, to eight years and represented an'unselected group of 
, 
first-grade children a public elementary sc~ool and ,living 
in the sru~e middle-class area of a urban At ,the out-
se-t there was no re~son to believe that any difference 
existed between the children. '{'he 8,ubjects ~lere iden~ified as being 
i deficient. "~in attending behavior skills and thus eligible for inclusion 
in the stJdy on the. basis of the following cl~lterii: 
.; 
1. 
. . 't I 
!Significantly (three months) below 'grade ,level in at 
~least one academic!' area, such as reading :or 'mathe-
,matics. ," 
2. If instructed to remaIn seated, did: not do so for a; 
minimum of ten minutes. 
3. If instructed to focus upon ,a task,: did not ;do so 
fora minimum of thirty seconds. 
4. If instructed to look at the teacher, did Dot make 
direct eye contact on five of ten trials. 
"l 5.' If instI'ucted to refrain from extraneous vocali zation, 
did not ,10 so for a minimum of five; minntes~~ 
1 
Any.child who exhibited behaviors described in the first category 
<, 
listed above, plus any t,wo of the remaining f.hnr catedories, was eli-
., 
~. 
'II 
t! 
:, 
"; I , , 
" 
" 
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1i 
gi~le for :the ,study • Initial aelection was ~hde by the child's class--Jr 
~f ~ 
:1 
room teacher; verification of the subject's actual in":class' attending 
behavior' ,ias done by the experimenter and the teacher" with the teach-
,1' 
er giving the initial stimulus commands and the exper~menter tracking 
the child's responsive beh~vior: . t· 
The twenty subjects selected for inclusion, intoithe study were 
-·.f 
divided into control and experimental groups ;lJy meausof a table of 
random num'bers. 
, " Clinical Environment 
, 
,:' ! 
"I ; 
For this study the "clinical environment,!! was operationally de-
, 
fined as the environment in which the various,< phases of the sht:dywere 
Pre-Test Environment. This'consisted of a large kindergarten 
room with two doors and eight windows with western exposure. The room 
~j '.: 
measured 15' x 25', and was lighted by six st;andard' installa.t:i.'ons of 
," ~. -:~ .~ ? ~~ " 
flhorescent lights. In addition to various ·tioys and equipment per-
~~ 
taining to the operation of a public kindergar·ten cla~sroom, the room 
contained seven child-size t~bles measuring 24' x .It r, 'allowing for 
. " .~ 
.~ ;~ 
placement of three children at six tables and t·wo children at ,one 
~i 
table. The children were seated in random order for e1ach test day • 
.. 
Training Phase Environment. For the first week:of the training 
phase the ;nvironment consisted of a vice'.priGcipal,r s private ,office 
, 
mefsuring 15' x 15' with one:door and no wind,~\fs. The room W?,S lighted 
wi th one standard fluo:r:escent light fixture. :~ 'fhe subject and experi-
menter sat fac,ing each other across a table. The room also cont.ained v 
.a desk, thre~ chairs, a bookqase, and h fi1ill~ .cabinet. 
~~ 
f 
:1 
: ' 
• < 
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,I . I 
From the sec;:(md through the fourth weeks of tfhe!condi tioning 
. • ~ l "!\ 
f . t 11 " . phase, the environment consisted 0 it prl.va e stora,ge room measurl.ng 
t 
10 f x 15 f. wi th one door and no win~o'fs. The lro'om was Ii with one 
standard fluorescent light fixture. It contiined shelves for equip-
me~t storage (primary dry pO\"der paint', pape~, clay, typewriters) on 
Ii 
all four walls, a clay kiln, a table:, and hm chairs.ii The subject and 
,-
experimenter sat facing each other across the table. ,: 
Post-Test Environment. This consisted"of a large elementary 
school li1?rary room measuring 25 1 x 4c0' with ·one door and eight win-
, . 
dows with:western e~posure. Th~ room contai~ed bodks~elves on all 
'" 
fJur walls, a filing cabinet, 8 desk and chair, four 'free-standing 
bookshelves r and eight child-size tables, allowing ~or .placement of 
three chHdren at four tables and two childrJnat foul tables. The' 
children were ylaced at the:tables in random:order on1the testing 
~, 
days. ' 
Apparatus. 
No appc>ratus ,>ias utilized initially other than tracking sheets, 
a 1" ~ and a stoP'fatch. i As soon'as criterion was reached in the 
four comphnents ,of attending behavior, a Sony reel'; to;; reel tape re-
corder, Model TCI04cA, was olaced on the tabl~ in front of the child i ~ 
at:td pre-reeorded distractions were played. When crit'~rion again 
I , 
_ i met, distracting objects were placed on the table. These consisted of 
a child's book, tc:y ca:rd, c?loFed' chips" a p~g game, puzzles, candy., 
and money. 
lr 
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Tracking, 
Tracking, of behavior 'vas done by the ex~~rime~ter on tally 
sheets, utilizing a check mark if criterion was met a notation of 
the number of miIlutes or seconds of success if criteri~n was not met. 
A sample tally sheet is included in Appendix ;n. 
Attending .Behavior Rating Sheets 
enrolled ih their classroom. Tpese rating sheets were completed on 
1"'-~"", Mil. -"1" "'" , ... __ """""- t; 
.' ! three separate occasions: March 1~, 1974, at' the begi1nning of the 
, !i J 11 
st~dy; Apr'il 29, 19}4, at the conclusion of the condit:ioning phase; 
and May 3(), 1974, a"t the ,conclusion of the study. A s'ample rating 
sheet is included in Appendix III. 
'" ~ 
Data Analysis 
The .data were analyzed by using mul tipl? regression techni.qtJ.e~. 
: !; 
., 'i 
, 'I 
, [I {, 
!I 
.11 
I 
, ' 
\ .1 
'I 
,1 
'CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND D;SCUSSION 
I RESULTS 
'l'he purpose of this investigation was to determine whether 
1i 
training in attending behavior skills alone will enhance academic 
learning as measured by,a standard instrument. 
Two major questions were asked: 
1. Can children from a regular publicel¢ii'entary school 
who are deficient in attending behavior skiils be 
taught these skills in 'a short-term' behavio* modifi-
'cation program? 
2. Will the 
behavior 
'lear?ing 
attending skills learned in a short-term 
modification program facil!i tate ,academic 
within the regular classroom setting? 
A secondary question was also asked: 
Will participation in an individual treatment program 
have a positive effect on the subjective attitude of the 
teacher toward the child?' ' 
J 
Each child in the experimental group reached t.he terminal or 
il .1 1" 1 '" 
,i stabilization stage of the individual Attending Behavi;or Treatment 
, II 
, , l,
P~'ogram (~ee Appendix I) by achieving consist'~nt posi ~i ve attending 
behavior during the individual treatment 
'! 
phas'e of the !study. 
I' ",: 
"l ", 
The ,)resul ts of the' pref,.training and pos'~-training administra-
,;~ j;-
tfbn~ of the Primer and Prim~ry 1 tests lor t'pe contr~'l and experimen-
"'" ;1 
ta'l groups: are shown in Table I. It " Both pre- and post-tests were admin-' 
~ " ' 
I' I' ' is:tcred to the entire populnti 011 of t"ienty chi ldren divided randomly 
.~ 
,:: " 
,. 
" 
~ 'I 
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·t 
into control and experimental gro~ps of t.en children each. See Chap-
,j 
tel' III fo'r specific details' of the selection:; process,' 
TABLE ·1 
" 
RES1JLTS OF PF.E-TR~INING AND POST-TRAINING ADMINISTRATIONS 
;! OF PRIMER .M1) PRIHARY I TESTS FORI CONTROL'Ai'ID 
EXPERIHE1\T'J.'AL POPTJLATION 
Highest' Lowest "Standard 
Test Score Score Mean ~Deviation 
Pre~Primer 96 41 83.20 12.74 
I ',.h 
Pre";Primary I 235 :. ,..,.1 18 147.45 37.95 
Post-Primer 153 f " 55 110.15 27.05 
Post-Primary I 202 ~ 27 15.5.95 37.19, 
Table II contains correlation coefficiehts and domputed t values 
for the Pr'imer scores for the total population and for the -exp'erimcn-
tal group contrasted with the control group. The cont:rol group was 
'"f 'f . I 
coded as ,+~ and the experimental grollp as -1 'for cotnpJ.ter analysis. 
, - J' ~ . . .... :. 
The computed t: value shows the eff~ct of the 'treatment on the ,.post-
treatment Primer scores after statistical adj~stment to compensate for 
, ' 
the effect of the pre-treatment Primer scol'es:o The e:x:perimenLal group 
did significantly better than thecohtrol group; the c'ontrast between 
'l 
the two groups after the statistical adjustment result'ed in a t of 
-2.69, which is significant at the'0.05 level. 
'l'able III contains correlation' coefficients andCOUIputed' t values 
. ,. 
for the Primary I scores for the total population and ~or the kxperi-
. ': !i 
I 
mental group.contrasted with the control group. The c"ontrol group was 
i 
" 
J 
~", 
• I 
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'I 
coded as +1 and the experimental ,group as -1 for comp~ter analysis. 
The computed t value shmrs the ef.fect of the ;treatment on the PQst-
. ' 
Primary I scores after statistical adjustment· to compensate for the 
t ~t 
effect of the pre-Primary I scores. The cont~ast bet~een the exp'ari-
mental and control groups after t,his stat,istical adju!:ltment is -0.29, 
which is not statistically signifiqant (p».70). 
Variable 
Pre-Primer 
Post-Primer 
TABLE II 
CORRELATION POEFFICIEWfS JL~~ t VALUES 
FOR PRIMER SCORES 
Std" , Simple 'Part tal 
Mean Dev. Correl. R~g.Coef. 
83.20 12.74 . .0. !,I.:8 0.68 
" 
110.15 27.05, 
Contrast between 
control/exper. 0.00 1.03 " -0.61 -13.33 
'TABLE 
CORREIATION ,COEFFICIENTS AN']).t VALUES' 
FOR PRIMARY I SCORES, 
Va.riable 
1 
Pr:e-Prima~y I. 
,I 
Po'sii-Primarv I }..; , 
Co'ntrast, between ' 
contrGl/e~per·. 
Std. 
Mean Dev. 
147.45 37.95:: 
,~, "-
; 
155,.95 37. 19 
0.00 1.03 
I,: 
Simple 'u ,"t 1 l!"" all a 
CorreL Reg.Coef ,,' 
I ' 
:[ 
If 
,,0. !f!~ 
'<' O.O2~ 
.,. 
.,. 
Std.Error' 
of Reg.c~ef. t 
O.~O 1. 71 
4.95 -2.69 
Std.Error 
of Reg.Coef. t 
0 .. 20 0.14 
5.11 -0.29 
" 
Fi~res 1 to q graphically illustrate the scores thE', ,control 
and experi,mental groups for .;fhe pre-, and post:"adminisirations or the 
't "'!'-
;J 1 " Primer and Primary I tests. ; Numbers one through ten represunt cas,e 
'. . 
numbers for the experimental: group; nillDbers eleven through twenty re-· 
present case numbers for· the control group. 
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Fig,ure 1. Scores for the eXperjmental ;~t'OUp (N,,;,10) for the 
pre-training and post-training administ:xations of the Primer 
test. 
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FigUre 2. Scores for the control group (N=10) for 
training and post-training 'administrations of the 
test. 
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:Figure 3. 
~,.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: Pre-trailling seo re s 
' •••• Post-training scores 
Subjects 
Scores for the experimental group (N=10) for the 
and post-training administrations of the Primary . pre-training 
r test. 
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t~ 
Table IV shows the results' .for the subj~c'tiye' attending behavior 
, ,I rating scale c.ompleted by teachers of the;r populatfon 011 three sep-:-
arate occasions: April 1~ 197'*'; tvlay 6, 1974;' and June 6, 1974. 
., ,'" ~, ., 
Over-
all, the I":xperimental g~oup ,;"as rated higher $ubjecti vely the 
, 
teachers for demonstrated in.:.clas.;::; attending behavior 'skills for the 
,\ 
first and second ratings, but for the third rating the' control group 
, ' 11 )-
.wasrated higher. The initial discrepancy probnbly're:flects some 
1 ., 
error resulting from the 'ranqom a~si~unent. None of the three~mean 
differences in rating~ was statistically sign~ficant (po( .20, .10, 
.25). 
TABLE IV 
'SUBJECTIVE ATTJ!,'NDING BEHAVIOR RATING, SCALE SHOWING 
• ~I If 
MEA.lti SCORES, STA1"v'lM.RIl DEVL4TIONS, M'D VARIANCES 
Std. Mean 
Variable Mean Dev. Variance Din;' t p( 
I 1st Scale 4:-1 .. 74 , 
, 1 
Experimental 28.50 7.25 52.49 ., 
. " 
II Control 26.10 5.02 21 2.40 .86; .20 J :t 
2nd Scale 5-6""\'7/4 
Experime~tal 35.20 6.37 40.62 
w, 
Control 31.50 5.40 29.16 3·70 1.22 .10 
" :, 
i rd Scale 6-6-7i 
M., 
Experiment,al 311.00 24 27.55 
, . 
36.20 8.91' 79.51 2.20 .25 Control 
.~ 
. ,i 11 
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The mean scores for the subjective rating scales show that on 
, '1~,)o\ 
the average the children im~r<Jvelt' over time when rf)-:t~d by their teach-
ers on in-class attending. behavior. The control group' improved 
ly more thlin the experimental group (t of O.ll) t but the difference 
. 'I 
could haYe occurred by chance lII'ith a probabil~ty tban .40. 
Table V shows the correlation of the subjective with 
) 
post-Primel' test scores. None of thesecorretations is statistically 
Figures 5 and 6 graphically illustrat,e t,he scores for 
these rating scales. Numbers one through ten'represent case numbers 
for the experimental group; Ilumbers eleven through twenty represent 
'case numbers for the control group. 
TABLE V 
CORElELATION OF 
WITH· POST-PRUl'FlR 
SCORES 
First 
olld rating 
Third rating -.20 
it 
1\ 
til 
QI 
~ 
0 
Co> 
(/l 
50 
lt51 
•••• May 6, 197ft, rating scale 
..... June 6, i971.sc~ rating scale 
ltO' 
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Figure 5. Scores for the experimental group OIl three 
subjective rating scales • 
........... •••. A "1 1 1("\74 
.................... ,:... prl , J , rating scaJe 
•••• May 6, 1971.sc, rating scale 
11 12 13 15 
Subjects 
Fig-ure~. Scores for the control group on three sub-
jective rating scales. 
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II DISCUSSION 
The·intention of this investigation was to disc,?ver the effect 
of atten~ingbehavior training upon the academic performance of chil-
-r " 
dien as IIH~asured by a standard instrument. 
Every chi ld in the experimental O'roup r'eached the terminal or 
' b 
st'abiliz,~t:il!i<stagc of :l::~e Attending Behavior: rrreatment Prograin (see 
!\ ' 
Ap'pendix;!i), 'lIIeaning that wi t.hin a p~ogram to~allin'g two hundr'ed min-
i 
uies of ~rea~~ent, including thirty minutes of baseline data gather-
ing, each subject exhibitecl. posit.ive attending behavior involving 
, " . 
sitting, ~ilist.ening, looking, and o~'ient'ation to a task. These, were 
, '~'. - ' 
cbl.ldren::first dpsignated ~;ubjer;t.ively as "l1o.~l-attenders" by their 
1 ~ , 
classroom t~acher who was intimately familiar.! with the'ir in-class 
" . 
I 
behavicr~afLe:r: seven months of first grade, ~d second, met specific 
), 
behaviorJl c!iteria desig~ed 'by this research~r to describe a llon-
attending child. 
Th~itreatment program began with the children receiving continu-
ous nutI'i:ent reinforcement (M & MIs) for positive atte'nding be!=taviors', 
and terminated with prai~e alone delivered 'on an intermittent schedule 
~1 ~;, 
tOl approximate more nearly a real-life classroom situa:tlon. 
\ , 
In addi-
, '~, I • 
relatively lean reinforcement sch~dule at <!the endbf the tion to the 
It ~ f 
prograrn, feach child was exhibiting consistently positive attending 
j 
behaviors' ,,·hile faced ",,'ith a cnmbination of distr~ctions, including: 
(i I! i, ' , 
ta.pe recorded no'i.se~ talk, and '!!lusic; toys, games, candy, and other 
" 
" 'I ' 
attracti,re" stimuli on the table in front of him; and movement of this 
~ 
re:seareher alwut the room as she delivered stimulus commands. 
" 
·, ; 
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" Th,~ experimental group had significantly. higher scores than the 
control ;roup on the easier post-Primer te~;;t,; there was no ,significant 
difference between t.he two groups <;m the 'more dHficul t post-Prima'ry I ~? ,: 
';f if test. TIi~ data suggest, thf>refore, that non-'attending children can b'o 
': 
, ,I 
I 
" , II 
11' 
ta,ught t? ::attend which idll allow them to {mprove on tasks i:ov;ol ving 
knowledgJ :",-hieh may already have been present;, but whi,c~ was ~ot dis-
, , 
played because the child did not attend to variables wi t,hin the test 
sit,uatlod 'such as directions and instructions';. The more difficnl t 
~ 1 
test bat.i,iery, ,however; would demand perhaps a;longer time spall' between 
, ' 
;:l . ; th~ end ~,f the treatment' phase and the post-t~8t to, allow the chUdrrm 
i 
'. " 
, .. ~. (t, 
tl period,~!n which to practice and stabilize their newly-learned at-
'i " 
tending ~!dlh, wi thin the classroom learning situation or to acqui:re 
. 
addi tiona} academic concepts by attending 'GO instruction more effec-
tively. 
A s'epondary question was pur~ued: Will ,participation in an 
" 
, 
, 
individual: treatment program have. a positive effect on,the subject,ive 
, '1, ~ ,. 
os, ~ ;; ~ :; 
attitude ~of the teacher toward the ,child? There were no significant \ 
"'1 ' 
difference!: between the two groups with respect to the three s-ub,jec- I 
j " 
tiye ratihg scales completed by each child f s teacher. As a whole, the 
entire pdpulation improved in ~ttending skills as subj~(>tively judged 
~i : 
bylthe teachers. 
~~ :' 
~ '; ~ 
This upward trend might be accounted; for by matura-
I 
tion since the, population did consist of first-grade children., Anoth-
I ~ ~ t 
'I : ,~ 1! 
er j factorj in the genf~ra] upward t'rend "might l~ve be~n the IIHa~,horne 
; ,I '< f • 
Effect" (Cri)nb.~ch, 1970), that is; the physi9~1 .presence of this re-
l' . "' 
secirclierand the fact that these non-attendin4 children were iJivolved 
~ . 
in a treatment-based research project,might have caused a change in 
; i 
: I 
, !1 
. i :1 
, jj 
ff' ,; 
, ~ 
i i 
1:' ~' 
their be~avior unrelated, to the nature of' ,the" form~i training_: A18o~ 
t~e exP€'~ftat~~n .of .. tb: t{achers to' vielf th~m m~re"~'~~V~rablY w~th re-
_ t.l ~; "I,' ~ . 1: ,. ~ , ,'"- ,.' ; ~, ,,' ~ 
. " l!, "1 -
spect tor in-class att~nding behavior as a resbit of selection .'for the 
. " " ","" ':1' . 
have'biased the:teacherts ratibgs (Ros~llthal, 1,96:::;). 
, • # • ill" " 
'" '))....','j 1 
that, they were no lilonger 'alone in 
~~~ ,&"¢ • jr ~ '.~" 
ify-
iri~ thes~ "chi(dr~,n as. distracting and lrd ta~ing and 
~~ T \ r ~ ~s - ~ , :; 
i' 
positive 
, . . 
• <iiI • J , st~ps were befng taken to. this problem regardless of 
. ';t' t.: ! ~ 
wh.ether the cl~ild 'act~aliy recel ved attendingl b~ha:vior. training or . 
not. 
" " 
.l\ ' . h .. ~ 
pre- and,.post:-:tests w~s not reflected 
,r;;r . 'it' 
the' j~~!:>jecti v.e rating scales,. 
:~ :!, 
indicatiJi that' (1) p:ossibly .the '~rating 
• • r 
sc,alet~as .~~t· sensi ii va eno!Jgh 
d,'f ."' '" ~ '~rr~r' , 
to reflect' subtle difference.s in attending 
, ~i... "1 " " " ~ '" ::- . 
• ij i . '. ; , 
inter-child differences in 
, . ., 
'.;, 
beilaviori skills, and ( 
~ 'j;. '.' 
~ -, ~ 
in-ela~s.attending behavior were 
, -
llut 
. I 
,1 it' ~} ~ ~ ~ 
apparent~to the teachers; that 
i i, -, . , ' .. 
• !' " " ~ 
ing behavi'or does not 'necessarilY'correlate 
rD:~. ~"~. '" 
pe}formar:~e onl a standardized ·t~st.:· . 
• , ~I ,:" 
1b .~;: d 
Previou's~ ,research 
, teacher 
wi th children I S 
r 
in-class attend-
1 • '. tolsever~~:general 
t . has examine9,- attending behavlor. 
-"",~ ~f?.' % 
t such as le;;rning ac~uisitron, 
.+i? • 
••. t! ,: 
treatment ,Programs, and the,pr()blem of pos 
as it relates 
, , 
i behavior modi-
fibation;, individual 
" '~ . 
, ,~ # 
! t; 
cap'y-over!f -, 
, ,;. ': ~!;-iI . ·t . 
, . The'! data from thisres~arch, support specific 
j ~j "-, ;, 
'1 i ' - ~ < 1~ ge~eral ~~eas' ~enti on~d above., :The fac t that'~the8e 
.' , 
IinUings within the 
'~i 
defic ienfl in attending behavior: ski lIs \\'e!"e 
t 
behind so 
in'l.'$t 1 Sll.ll-
CHAPTER V 
Sl!~Y AND.' 
'1 
t , 
physiologi-
,. " ~ -
would 
Id~s teach-
" 
in 
, ' 
. 'I 
.' 
; i 
, 
: il 
Th~fexperimental group had significantl:y higher: scores (t of 
i ~l . It • 
-2" 69) tlfan the control group on the easier p'ost-Prim~r test; there 
, ' 
I , 
wa,g no significant difference between 
> l' ~ , 
• >, " ! 
fieult p~s't .. ~dmary I test. The data II ' 
I 
the two\ grouns on the more dif-i t; 
·t· 
therefore, that non-
I • ; 
=J , • J 
attending children can 
suggest~, 
~I' 
,( 
be taught to attend \1}{lich will allOl1 them to 
" 
" to variao.les within the test situation sueh as directions and,instruc-
1 
tions. However, th,e more difficult test would demand perhaps a longer 
~ 
time spari' 'between the end of the treatment phlise and the post~test to 
;\ !: Ii .' 
allow th.::; children a period in which to pract~ce and stabilize their 
I ;~! ;! newly-lea:~~ed attending skills 'Within the classroom learning situation 
, , 
: 
or to acq~ire additional academic concepts by' attending to lr'tstruction 
,. 
more effectively. 
~! . 
Th~~e were no significant differences b~tween> the experimental 
~l . 1 It: 'i 
and control grpups on subjective rating scale:~ completed on three dif-
" I I! , 
ferent occasions by their teacbers;.in 
f, 
I,l ~ , 
¥/ : ! 
showed a~!upward movement. This might 
fact, the entire population 
~i 
be explained' by maturation, 
,~ , 
by 
> 
a change ~ih the child's behavior llI,lTelated to~: the formal treat~ent 
", 
program o:r by a more favorable attitude of the teachers toward the 
I ' 
children because an outside research~r ha.d co~carred in their (>valu-
,. 
~~ 
ation of \~he children as non-attenders and t,h~t posi t~ ve steps were 
i: ;'t 
being taken to modify their beh~y;ior regardleh of whether the chtld 
~~ 1:, 
actually r'e~eived attending behavior training i or not. ' 
I ~~ ~~ : ~ 
The:te was not a statistically significant correl'ation bef,h'een 
'\; :'~ :') 1 
~j , 
any of the J three subjective rating scale~ and:! t.he post-Primer test 
·t 
.' 
" 
'\ 
, 
:[ 
j !I 
1 
'I 
,I 
, 
4 j 
, .J 
j, 
J' 
" 'ji 
~ -' 
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,I If ,I j~ I / 
scores indicatjng that (1) p~ossibl~ the rating scal'e was not Hive 
e~ough t'~;re;lect suhtl'~, differences in atte~d~ng '~eh!vior skills,' and 
'1 ij 1:, ,', " ,ij'} 
(2) subtle inter-child differences' in in-clas:s atte'nding behavior were : rt ," -'!F, .~' i 
no;t. appa~:nt to the tea~hers, t)la<,t ,is; teacher ratl:~g of in-c~ass at-
. 11 .' , ,h .\ ',I , 
te'riding :r!~h(:ri;ior does: not' necessarily correl~1;e positively with chil-
t " I" . ,. "_.,' , I, ' ~: ~;t ! '". ~ .,.. ~t. ] 
dr,err's performa.nce on a standardized test~ ~ 1 j: " ' ,I 
'1 ' .:~ ! 
f· 
.' I: , 
Cl'inic "!' 
':~ II . ,i IMPLICATIONS POR CLINIC, CL:ASSROOM, 
- AN']) FUTlJHE RESEARCH :f ~, " " 
, , 
'j 
"\' . . ! '" , ~r 
t, • ;i :' , 'Si~l(~e iittle.le~rning ,can occur if the ichild does not attend 
j 'I 0" "t~ 1k" :t" (~lent, 1 ~72) : ~ the 'c li~ic ia~ operating in an' ibdi viduai or smaih group 
i if " ,~ 1~ ~ 
r ~ ~.. !,; '< , !f; 
siituation1must be very sensitive to individuaJ. differences between 
1 r -;l ~ I ' J:", ,:;: i 
children~11~j th 'respect- to, att'ending behavior skills ::which are important 
'} i! Ji »~,} ~ ;1" ~, l-
i " ;'" ~. ' it pr~requi~ites:to learning. The clinician should utilize a short time 
; ,~" "; -j ,;; 
pejriod t~;tra.ck attending behavior of the chi:ld and p~an appropriate 
• :' '.;1" • " , ' 'j 
"tr;eatment ''to 'll,lndify demon~trable deficiencie~~. ThjJs does not 'imply 
~>. ~;; -~ ,. , .t, 
t' ~',; t~at ent~re clinic sessi'ons should be devote~; to reco:t;ding an~ IDQdify-
i~!g atte~ding "behavio~; .very short time pe;i~~~ (t~~eJ to six!minutes) 
; ~j ~ " ! ~ 
can be 'e~tremely 
i 
fl if J 
" 11 ' 
cr'assroQrO 
~ ~~ .. 
useful if work is done effic';iently aAd frequently.' 
",', i 
1~ il,,'!/: ,'I 
'. In'th<.> same manner'the,clas$room teachervshould,!be sensitive to ~ .\..' 1~ .:f , ~ . ;, 
at:tending <behavior deficiencles exhibited by ~~he dliil4ren whos,e educa-' { ~ ~tl ~I' ~r ; 
titon is 'lie,r direct. task and responsibility •. This ~esJarch indicates 
i 11 1 ; -i~ I I': ~ 1 ," " ~ 
that svs'tcmatic effort can i}nprove attendinglJbehavi'or'i skills even 
.~ '" ~1' I ~; fl, ,I 
,I( i~ Ij ~I ~, ; Y "if;t' j 
w:ider eoildi tious of minimal l'einfQrcemellt ahd) numerous distractions. 
"j, + ~~' - tf: 
'" '. ' I 
l 
" 
[I 
. , , 
Ill; 
, II 
,[I 
, 'I 
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~i 'r~erefore ~ the classroom teacher who does ideJltify a child as ',one who 
!~ '. 
for others b~eca.use he does not attend di,srllpts": iearning for hirnsel,f or 
t ': \' ., ..-, . 
sHould p~ovide some sort of 
1! 
.treatment for hini' either through ller Ow"!l 
~, ; 
efforts ~r b~ referring ~he child to special :~,~ucation or remedial 
p~rsonne] .• 
,. 
InFiaddition, teacher education should ipclude some training in 
d~fining:i and treating attending behavior def~~ciencies. Existing pro-
,I C 11 
grams, even on the graduate level, show a serious lack of such train-
~ " 
t, ,I 
ing in a? area which is a crucial prerequisi~e to learning. 
. if Re.search~ . 
J 
Implications for future research stemmiing from this study are 
, . 
m1merous;~ and controlled, systematic researc~ is defi~i tely needed. 
! • . ! 
It is su~~ested that experimentation be done ~rto deter~ine a suffi-
~ t 
ciently long time span between the end of the t.reatment phase and the 
of( 
~; 
administration of the post-test to allow for [optimal transfer 'and ha-
,i 'I 
bituation:of new skills. 
~ I 
Additionally, it is suggested that the ~reatment program be de-
• .... I, . 
l:ivered ~i. thin the regular classroom setting :tto overcome "carry-over" 
difficulties, 
( 
" 
which the.,new 
Ii ~; 
be put to '; use. 
,~ 
thus eliminating differences b~tween the setting in 
" 
skills were acquired and thp setting in'which they must 
,'.' 
A ~'blind" study would be useful to det~rmine the effect on the 
• I) ~j ~ , :~ 1 
subjectiye attitudes of the teachers toward the children if tney were 
I' ' 
- r 
unaware which· children actualJy received attending behavior training. 
In such study,the researcher would take all the children out of the 
I , 
, , 
4 
" J 
'I 'I II 
! 
, 
:i Ii 
1: 
I j'l 
, 
0 
" 
. 
" 
" 
! -} 
4' ~ 
39 
jJ .. ~ 
c sro0!U, but, half of them 'vould play or talk with the researcher and 
~l r: 
t~e othe;~r: half would receive attending behavior training. 
H)~othesizing from results of the 
\ 
1 " 
subjective rating scale and 
{f 
" 
r~search'lione by Rosenthal (1963) which suggists that: experiwEmter ex-
, 
pectati~n8 of, perforwance are a powerful var~able,,, it, seems logical 
" ' J 
that. tea'~hen.; be trained to :modify attending :behavior:: skills of the 
:ii 
l~ ,. 
children' in their classroom. 'Thus, the child would have the increased 
t, 
" Ii 1J J 
benefit :of the favorable attitude of the tea~J1er who 1s delivering the 
, .1 f 4. 
a~tual ~rogram and tracking re~mlt,s. Such t~aining mlght simply con':: 
.' i 
sist of ~~howing th~ teacher the effects of pysitive reinforcement for 
, 
il ~ -if I.. 
good attending. 
II , i 
Re'sear'ch ut,ilizing biofeedhack techniq*es, such as gal vanie sldn 
, 1d J 
r~sponsJ~ :( GSR), whj eh refl~cts changes in re;istance ~o the b~dy' S ovm 
f . J l 
electri~i ty as it passes through ·the skin, might support the exciting 
hypothe~'i"S that the child could train himself to .atte'nd by learning to 
h~ • 
!; ',' 
control '''hj is O"'l! "internal mil ieu. 11 
I' 
'I > 
Uno (1970) found 'that GSR is, par-
,1 
.t 
tictllar~y S('OS1 ti ve to very small c~anges in!! ·the d~g~ee of awb.reness 
, :t 
and Lha£' perc(>ption and memory improve when :GSR sign;ls that the 01'-
, . 
gtmism is paying attention to a stimulus. 
1~ tj ! .. 
T~e field of attending behavior resear'ch is a. fertile one for 
.{ ~ 
, 
the exper'ime~ter 
1 , 
desiring an area which is crucial:prerequi,site to 
" 
learning hut 
l' 
J' 
execu.ted. 
, ! 
, ' 
I 
" I, 
! 
which has had few carefully controlled studies actually 
, <~ 
< ,/ / 
i .' 
, 
,., , 
l} 
" :l ! 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, I 
" ; .\ 
! 
I 
, 1 
" :\ 
" ~! 
, 
" 
~ 
'I' , ~an, p~ (Ed.). 
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A HIERARCHAL 'BRANCHED TREAr.r~iENT PROGRAM , 
. If 
FOR MODIFYING ATTENDING BEf.lAVIOR' 
'. 
r 
I THE PROGRA.\f HODEL: 
I~i tiati10n of, the Program-
I .. ,. 
Ji i 1 Obtain three baseline measures of sittfng, looking, lis'tening, 
and task~Oriented behavior. 
S·tage '" I/: Sitting Behavior 
'I 
11 r 
If,minus, branch to stage Ia. 
Jf 
Stae;e II! Visual Behavior 
·;i.' i 
1: 1-1> 
If· inimis, branch to stage IIa. 
, i: 
Stage ItI! Listening Behavior 
" . 
If,minus, branch ~o- Stage IlIa. 
L 
Stage " IV2 Task-Oriented Behavior 
:1 j 
If,minus, branch to stage IVa • 
.. 
Sta Stabilization Sta e 
minus, branch to Stage Va. 
. ~, 
T~rminati~n of the Program 
'! 
II DELI~~TION OF THE PROGRAM I . 
I 
Begin each stage or branch with 100 pel~ cent nutrient (M & M' s) 
plus praise to reinforce. As long as child continues to respond posi-
t f~de reinforcement as rapidly as possible to paper chips plus 
praise on an interval schedule, then to praise alone on an interval 
'. 
schedule. Terminal goal is a lean schedule ~f praise delivered once 
during a ten-minute treatment session. This;approximates reinforce-
ment, schedule which child may receive in classroom or other instruc-
ti.onal setting. 
Stage I 
Criterion. Child will sit in a chair for a ten-minute treatment 
session"i without extraneous fidgeting, squirming, foot-kicking~ or 
~i .. 
: ~ 
shuffling~ 90 per cent of time following co~and, " , sit in 
this chair." 
If, response is negative, branching will be used'. Branching con-
I 
sists ofiIollowing steps: 
Branch I. If child exhiBits extraneous fidgeting, etc., c11111-
" 
dan will physically intervene by placing her hand on appropriate 
extremity of child, saying, "stop kicking,!! (or whateyer incompatible 
, 
motor beha.vior happens to be). When child complies, clinician will 
remove her hand and socially reinforce. 
Branch II. If child does not sit long 'enough to meet criterion: 
A •. Take child's hand. 
48 
B. Lead him back to chair. 
C. Repeat stimulus command. 
D., Place your hands on his shoulders and pu~h him gently into 
'chair. 
F.' 
G." 
.:. 
Remove your hands as soon as he sits in chair. 
i: 
.i: 
Reinforce immediately with nutrient and praise. 
I 
Ii 
Shape sitting behavior by delaying~delivery of reinforcement 
r 
for increasingly longer intervals of time (s~ggestedintervals are 
fifteen seconds, thirty seconds, one minute,' two and one-half minutes, 
five minutes, ten minutes), and reinforcing ~hild only for successive-
ly longer intervals of sitting. 
H. Continue shaping process until child sits for ten minutes 
; 
before being reinforced; then move child baei. into linear program. 
stage II 
Criterion. Child will make direct eye contact:wi th clinician 
for ten s-econds nine out of ten times when she says his name. 
Stage Ita 
:01 
If response is negative, branching will be used. Branching con-
sists of ~ollowing steps: 
Branch I. If child does not make direct eye contact with clini-
i 
cian lo~g enough to meet criterion, clinicia~ will: 
I 
A." Physically move child I shead untill it is i~ a direct line 
.[ 
with her. head, and keep her hands on side ofihis head. 
B: Repeat stimulus. 
C. As soon as child makes eye contact, drop her hands and rein-
, 
'I 
f6rce "dth nutrient plus praise. 
r 
~, ~ 
49 
" 
i 
D.': iIf he looks away before he meets 
, , 
criteria, 
~ 
~ay, "No, that's 
wfong. 'I want you to look at me." 
~: ' 
'k 
I 
.~ 
E.': ; Repeat steps A through C. ,i 
! j '; !~ 
... I: , 
F); 'As soon as the period of correct responding (that is, sus-
~ ~ 
tained e'y~ contact) reaches criterion, child twill move back into 
!J jl ~ 
linear program. 
~' .,. . 
~. 
J" 
stage III 
l' 
I 
C~~terion. Child will inhibit all ext~aneous vocalizations for 
¥ .; I 
ten seco'hds 'following command, "Listen," on nine of t'len trials. 
Ii 11 '" 
: ,I 
~: ~ 
" 
stage III~ 
If response is negative, branching will be used. Branching con-
Ii 
sists of, following steps: 
'I " I II 
Branch r. If child does not inhibit extraneous vocalizations 
(1 
Jl 
enough to 
ff ' " ~r ;: :'-
A " D ' .n} rop 
I' 
-' 
'I 
meet criteria, clinician will: 
i 
her head and, look 'down until Jhild 
BJi : Repeat stimulus command. 
cea:~ses vocalization. 
~ '~ 
C.I: Reinforce approximations to criteria, delaying reinforce-
ment un~il it' is met. 
i, 
I. , . 
Branch II. If child still' does not meet criteria after clinician 
I. ' 
complete,s Branch I, clinician will: 
<', ~ 
Aj :Place one finger over child's lips;to seal phem; hold for 
~~ , 
Jj !~ 
five seconds; remove finger. 
: } 
B.H :, Reinforce with nutrient plus praise. 
C) ~ Repeat stimulus con'JDand. 
-f 
:[ 
II If 
Ij i 
;: ' 
" " 
" 
,I 
D.~: Reinforce approximations to criteri\a, delaying reinforce-
" ment until it, is met. 
E. ~ : When it is met, move child back into linear;! program. 
;~ ,4 :l 
l 
l 
stage IV+ 
1 ! 
": 
cd teri on. 
! h; } 
Child will follow 
nine often trials following a command. 
" 
regarding a task on 
Task; The specific' task is left to clinician I s discretion, 
keeping i~ mind that primary goa] is for child to de~~nstrate he is 
, C ' 
50 
a~tending~to task and not to exhibit a parti~ular skill or concept 
4 
which he::6ay or may not possess. Example OfJa sample'task: Clinician 
, " 
it ~ . . 
A.~ 'Place ten wooden blocks in front of child. 
II 
B.~ Say, ''Watch what I do." 
f 
., 
C.~~Construct a pyramid with ten blocks. 
;; 't 
D.i! . Give child a corresponding set of ~locks. 
: j 
E.·,' Say, "Now you make one just like the 
t. 
) 
one I made. 1I 
t, ' • 
r ' . 
Stage IVa 
" 
'I If~i response is negative, branching will be used'. Branching con-
sists ofl,ollowing steps: 
~i > + 
Branch 1. Reduce number o'f blocks to simplify 'task. 
" , 
Branch II. If response is still negative, clinician will: 
I r ' 
~ ~ A.~, ,lHold object next to her eyes saying, "Look at this. l' 
!: Jt, , 
B'1 Reinforce a correct response with praise. ' 
" \' 
C.', Return object back to table in front of child saying, tlLoolr 
i 
at this.'" 
." :~ 
,t II 
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, 
I . D.l Reinforce a correct response with pra1se. 
, . 
E.~ Model task fo~ child. , 
F." Repeat stimulus command. 
G.~· . If child attempts task, reinforce 1,;ith nutrient plus praise. 
. 1 
'. 
H.~, If child does not attempt task andexhibi ts, competing behav-
iors, say, "No, that's 'wrong." 
I. i. ,Repeat steps A through F. 
J.' 'If child does not exhibit competin~ behaviors, but does not 
attempt the task, be certain it is within, his ability'range and repeat j: I' '. 
steps C ~hrough F. 1 
K.lt' As soon as child will follow "directions regarding task nine 
1; 
" 
move-bJck 
,. 
of ten tiimes upon command, child will into linear program. 
~: 1 
"'i 
stage V 
1i 
" Criterion. Child will demonstrate skills described in Stages I 
t~rough IV 90 per cent of time following a cdmmand in' presence of COID-
~I' 
peting stimuli. In order of addition to program, these are: 
{l 
A.:: " Extraneous objects on table 1n frortt of child (toys, objects, 
p~ctures,'money, candy, etc.) • 
. , ~ , 
B." Extraneous tape-recorded noise (white noise~ music, talking, 
~I 'J 
buzzers,: beeps). 
1 " 
, 
'i 
" j' 
; C. Extraneous movement by clinician while giving stimulus com-
1 ( 
and;fsitting down quickly). 
:~ 'J 
ma.nds (walking around room, standing up, , 
" I, 
Stage Val 
I . 
, 
l • {I 
If': any of competing stimuli results 1n :~a 
:~ 
of the four parameters of attending behavior;' 
, 
, . 
negative response in any 
branching will be used. 
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ATTENDING, BEHA\~OR RATING 
.} 
l f:, ," 
Te'achert~ 'Nam~: J 
:i _~I l .
Cbild! s Name £ '" 1 :!: 't 1 il 
School: r' 3 
1 ~: ~ :~' Gr'~de: Ij! i,' 
1 f· > :- ' 1~ 
"Date: . I~'i~il 
, ' I, 'If ' 
1. Can ~a'intain sustained task-oriented bE'ha:vior for 
an aH~ropr'iate of time.' I ;2 ;; 
,f, ,[ l~ 
Stay~ his seat:during specified a(!atwo'~k 
II ' :~' 
Rema:Lps qtdet while you are giving group ;instructioll 
(may ~i~clude small group' instruction as .J~ll as! the 
. enti:t~le~ class). 1- : ': 
I 't) }~ ;.. • a~ '~,": 
4.! Remai~s quIet dur~ng:rest periods, indi;;i~ual ,,",:orlf 
, perio~s, etc. :;. ~ , .~. '" 
~ ~", f' ~ 
5.l Follo~s si~ple verbal directions. 
ti " &, 
~, , ' 
6.;j Look~: a.t you when 'you ta'J.k to 
7. i, Look~': ~t you when yol,tl t.alk to him 
{ C 8.'; Looks' at an object if you direct 
] ("Look at~ thi s book. " "See thi s 
tbe ;ed line. 11 ) 
~ - -;" 9. Refrains from physically di 
(touching them, grabbing objects from 
duri~g: rest periods or individual work 
i~ .: J ~ " ' 10.! Inhiliflts 'inappropriate p~ysical 
seate,?' (e.x,cessive fidgeting, squirming, 
II k'fcking, arm swinging, etc.). -
J (' ~ 
" 
• , ~ atten~ing 11. ,i I would rate this ~child f ~ present 
~ behav:i~oras: 
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